Lorentz transformation is the relation of space and time coordinates of one inertial frame relative to another inertial frame in special relativity. In this paper we have studied the volume charge density in most general and quaternion Lorentz transformations for different angles with different velocities of the moving frame. We have also used numerical data to see the comparative situation.
Introduction
In most cases of Special Relativity [1] the line of motion is along x axis. In that case y and z coordinates remain invariant under the LTs. But practically in some cases the line of motion does not coincide anyone of the axes. For example when an air plane landing or take off at an airport. The ground is a natural coordinate system and the x-axis is parallel to the ground. It is our interest to study the situations of special relativity when the line of motion is along any arbitrary direction. In that cases there are different types of LT. In this paper we want to study the comparative situation of the Volume Charge Density (VCD) in most general and quaternion LTs.
The charge density is the amount of electric charge per unit length, area or volume. Rafiq and Alam [2] have studied the surface charge density in mixed number LT. Bhuiyan et al. [3] have studied the surface charge density in different types of LTs and also derived the volume charge density [4] in MGLT.
where X X    & are the space parts of rest and moving frames respectively.
Quaternion Lorentz transformation
Irish physicist, astronomer and mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton discovered quaternion in 1843. The quaternion [8] is the sum of a scalar and a vector
The product of two quaternions
The above products are known as quaternion product [9-11] of two vectors. Using this quaternion product M. S. Alam et al. [12] have derived a type of MGLT is known as QLT can be written as
are the space parts of the QLT. Since V  has three components
, the above transformations can also be written as
Volume Charge Density
The amount of electric charge density per unit volume is known as VCD and is denoted by
Our research group has derived the formula for VCD in most general LT.
Volume charge density in most general Lorentz transformation
Considering two inertial frames of references S and S  where the frame S is at rest and S  is moving with velocity V  along arbitrary direction [ Fig. 1 
. Consider a stationary cube of side 0 L with uniform charge
is at rest in S frame. The cube is placed parallel to xy-plane. The observer in S  frame will observe that the frame S is moving with velocity V  along opposite direction. Then the volume charge density of this cube in MGLT have derived by our research group Bhuiyan et al. [4] can be written as
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Volume charge density in quaternion Lorentz transformation
Consider same case as MGLT in figure 1 . If 0 L be the length of one side of the cube in S frame then from length contraction [13] of QLT, we can write 
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which is the VCD of this cube in QLT.
Comparative Study
We have compared the formulae of the VCD in MGLT and QLT by the following tables. Table 1 . Transformation equations of VCD in MGLT and QLT. Table 2 . Numerical values of VCDs in MGLT and QLT (considering the resultant velocity
of the three components of the velocity of the moving frame in unit of c). 
